2011 Game Reports for Week 6
SLW Black – No Article

SLW Blue
SLW Blue had a rough go with blitz crazy Lemont, losing their first game to drop to 4-1. The
offense couldn’t run the ball but found some success in the pass game. Wiechers, under heavy
pressure, picked up first downs on two completions to Bragiel and one to Page. Scianna and
Pommo led the D with strong efforts, with Paull, Michaels, Straight, BigRed, Tremblay, Teodoro,
and Villa recording tackles.
The fifth quarter squad played a sound defensive game against a dangerous Lemont offense.
Phaby,Willis, Sapato, Stolarek, Nelson, Gluch, and Adamo contributed tackles while
Christensen shed a blocker to record a TFL. Jones defended a pass on a near interception and
Lathus caused a fumble. On offense, Leonardo had some nifty runs, breaking tackles and
eluding the Lemont defenders, but Blue was unable to break the goal line and ultimately lost
7-0.

SLW White
SLW White was in Bourbonnais this weekend. Spencer advanced the ball down the field.
Wanucha scored a touchdown on the next play. That boy needs to get into the end zone more
often so he can entertain us all with his celebratory dance. On the next offensive play, Cumbee
moved the ball with the help of some great blocking provided by Teske, Low, and Anderson.
Bruns scored a touchdown with a quarterback keeper. Bell and Kekatos served up a few hard
hits in the backfield. Melendez broke through everybody to score a touchdown. Vaundry,
Paliga, Guzy, Hawkinson, Mason Marchbank, and Simon took the field to start the first quarter.
Barrera, Hackett, and Lieser carried for a few gains and Ronza bumped and pushed his way
through all the traffic to get a first down. Guzy, Amendola, and Rispoli took down Bears with
tough tackles. Dziedzic, Maddox Marchbank, and Gold gave it their all, but in the end, White
was shut out.

LW Black
During the 5th Quarter game, with confidence, our LW Black defense seized the field as
Dickhaut made the 1st tackle of the game. CAGeijer, Wharrie, Best, Johnson, Parnello,
LaMonto, and Zajac maintained field advantage shutting down the Raider’s offense and taking
possession of the ball. As the offense took the field, Ebers and Lopez successfully gained
yards allowing Johnson to score a 29-yard touchdown securing a Falcons victory 6 to 0.
What a game! Our LW Black dealt a dose of reality to the Joliet Raiders securing a 27 to 14
Falcon victory. The defense and offense out-performed their Raider competitors as they

dominated the field functioning as a well-established unit. Special acknowledgements are
made to the following offensive and defensive players: Keeling, Ansari, Simental, Conover,
Arndt, Mergenthaler, Slager, Parrish, Beltz,and Brooks for a job well done last Sunday. Way to
go Falcons!

LW Blue
LW Blue welcomed Lemont to town for their Homecoming game, beat them 12-6, and sent them
home with their first loss of the season! In a well-played contest by both teams, it took 2
overtimes to finally crown a winner in the “Battle of the Unbeaten.” Blue displayed heart and a
never quit attitude all game long! Bolsoni, Dunlap, Judd, H.Lang, Rohr, Evans, and
Cunningham played some hardnosed football racking up 200 yards of total offense. Judd and
H.Lang provided the TD’s. Blue’s D was relentless, yielding only 93 yards all day. Christensen,
DiGiovanni, Scianna, Teodoro, Domalewski, Warning, and Gergely stepped up on Defense.
Despite losing 12-6, 5th Quarter continued to show improvement with Stilp, N. Ernst and Franklin
leading the Offense. Jaber, N Belavich, Robinson, and Moll played strongly on Defense. A
special thank you to our vocal fans that provided “12th man” support all day long!

LW White
It was a great week for the LW White Team! Both the 5th quarter and the regulation game came
down to the wire, with White pulling out the victory each time. Polad and Michon led the way on
the ground, with Polad scoring on a 20-yard sprint. Polad led the way on defense as well, along
with Reda, Bruns, Brown and Lyke. White came out on top in the 5th, 7 – 0.
White’s first drive in regulation landed in the end zone. Manning, Watson, and Guzy led the way
on the ground, while DePaula and Vaundry hauled in nice passes from Watson, with DePaula
grabbing the touchdown. Criscione had his first big play on defense with a tackle for a huge
loss, forcing Bourbonnais to punt. With the score tied 6-6, Criscione recovered a fumble in the
3rd quarter to keep the score tied.
The game went into overtime tied 6-6, with White scoring on its first possession, led by runs
from Lublow, Guzy, and Watson for the touchdown. That left it up to the defense to preserve
the win. With the ball at the 1 yard line, Bourbonnais attempted a run up the middle and
Criscione again made a big hit, knocked the ball loose, and Boykin recovered the ball to secure
a 12-6 win!

JV Black– No Article

JV Blue – No Article

JV White
O’Hanlon, McCormick, Rispoli, Hackett, Walsh, DeButch, and Lyke served up some hard hits to
the Bears in the fifth quarter. Harris, Bachler and Schmidt advanced the ball down the field.
Carr caught McGivern’s well-delivered pass. Ronza’s great blocking helped Brozovic carry for a
huge gain.McDermed ran right up the middle. Huguelet needed to fight through traffic to get the
gain. Zavis and Polka helped keep the Bears from scoring in the first quarter. Melby ended a
long run and Zelenika prevented the Bears from scoring. Gold snuck the ball through for a first
down. Parkinson stopped the opponent from advancing with White’s fumbled ball. Weaver
sacked the quarterback. Hawkinson sent the ball perfectly to Morrissey. Melby scored White’s
only touchdown in the third quarter. Hackett and Burton protected the line.

V Black
After being recognized in the 8th grade ceremony on Sunday, Varsity Black took the turf for their
last home game on Aleck field against the Joliet Raiders. The Falcons took the lead early with a
march down the field. McCorkle ran for 40yds and Powers added 22yds to bring them to 1st and
goal. Vincent ran in for the touchdown on a QB keeper with a great push from the O-line of
Jackson, Taylor, Sterling, Townsend, and Witczak. Taylor sent the ball right down the pipe for
2pts to make it 8-0. Other awesome highlights included a blocked kick by Jackson, receptions
by McCorkle, Galifos, and Patton, a sack by Townsend, and a tremendous defensive display by
Burns, Lucca, Schipiour, Smolinski, Sterling, Sucharzewski, and Lopez. Joliet came back to win
18-8.
V Blue
A clash of two River Valley rivals was the perfect backdrop for Frankfort Falcon Varsity Blue’s
Homecoming. The Falcons came up on the short end of an 11-8 score. The Falcons took their
first possession after a Werniak 25yd kick return to the Lemont 45. The Bolsoni and Werniak
ground game led to a 4yd Bolsoni TD run(Worker PAT kick) and 8-0 lead. The Falcon defense
was stingy all day. The only exception was a 34yd Lemont punt return to the Falcon 20 that led
to the tying TD run and PAT. In the second half Lemont recovered a Falcon fumble and took an
11-8 lead on a 27yd field goal. A late drive led by Bauer with two passes to McGinn for 57yds
came up short. Several Falcon turnovers and untimely penalties killed Falcon drives. The
Falcon defense was led by the hard hitting Worker(sack), Ziganto, Bauer, Cooper(sack), and
Smith(sack).

V White
The Varsity White Falcons struggled in their game against the Bourbonnais Bears. The White
team changed things up a bit this week, with Carr at QB and Panfil at wide receiver and free
safety. Carr was able to connect with Panfil, McDermed, and Goodwin for completed passes.
Additional yardage was gained by Goodwin and Morrissey carries. Play stopping tackles were
delivered by Diehl, Madey, Panfil, Goodwin, and McDermed. Straka whooped up on the Bears
QB for a sack. Support for their teammates was provided by Zavis, Manning, Provost, Thibault,
Georgakopoulos, Lantz, Farhoud, and O'Connell. These players work very hard at practices
and are ready at any moment to give it their all in a game.
FINAL SCORE: VARSITY WHITE-0

BOURBONNAIS BEARS-38

